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Courtesy Translation 
 

Supplement to the Mainland and Macao Closer Economic Partnership 
Arrangement 

 

To further enhance the economic and trade interflow, as well as the cooperation level between the 

Mainland1 and the Macao Special Administrative Region (hereinafter referred to as “Macao”), and 

in accordance with the provisions of the Mainland and Macao Closer Economic Partnership 

Arrangement (hereinafter referred to as “CEPA”) and its annexes, signed on 17 October 2003, on 

the Mainland’s further liberalization to Macao of trade in goods and trade in services, the two 

sides decided to sign this Supplement.  

 

I. Trade In Goods 

(1) From 1 January 2005, the Mainland shall apply zero tariff to the import of those goods of 

Macao origin listed in Annex 1 of this Supplement.  Annex 1 of this Supplement forms a 

supplement to Table 1 “List of Macao Origin Products for Implementation of Zero Import 

Tariff by the Mainland” of Annex 1 of the CEPA. 

(2) Annex 2 of this Supplement laid down the rules of origin for those imported goods of Macao 

origin listed in Annex 1 of this Supplement which was drawn up in pursuance of Annex 2 

“Rules of Origin for Trade in Goods” of the CEPA.  Annex 2 of this Supplement forms a 

supplement to Table 1 “Schedule on Rules of Origin for Macao Goods Benefiting from 

Tariff Preference for Trade in Goods” of Annex 2 of the CEPA.  

 

II. Trade In Services 

(1) From 1 January 2005, the Mainland shall, on the basis of Annex 4 “Specific Commitments 

on Liberalization of Trade in Services” of the CEPA, further relax the market access 

requirements to services and service suppliers of Macao in service areas of legal, accounting, 

medical and dental, audiovisual, construction and related engineering, distribution, banking, 

securities, transport, and freight forwarding agency; and expand the geographical and 

business scopes where and in which Macao permanent residents with Chinese citizenship 

can set up individually owned stores.  Details are set out in Annex 3 of this Supplement. 

(2) From 1 January 2005, the Mainland shall liberalize and relax market access requirements to 

services and service suppliers of Macao in service areas of patent agency, trademark agency, 

airport services, cultural entertainment, information technology, job referral agency, job 

intermediary, as well as professionals and technicians qualification examinations.  Details 

are set out in Annex 3 of this Supplement. 

(3) Commitments in the area of construction and related engineering, and part of the 

commitments in the area of distribution as stated in Annex 3 of this Supplement shall be 

implemented from 1 November 2004.  Details are set out in the specific commitments for 

                                                        
1 In the CEPA, the “Mainland” refers to the entire customs territory of the People’s Republic of China. 



construction and related engineering services and distribution services in Annex 3 of this 

Supplement.  The specific commitment in Annex 3 of this Supplement that allows 

Mainland branches of Macao banks to conduct insurance agents business shall be 

implemented from 1 November 2004.     

(4) Annex 3 of this Supplement forms a supplement and amendment to Table 1 “The Mainland’s 

Specific Commitments on Liberalization of Trade in Services for Macao” of Annex 4 of the 

CEPA.  In case of conflict between the provisions, those of Annex 3 of this supplement 

shall prevail. 

(5) “Service supplier” as referred to in Annex 3 of this Supplement shall conform to the 

requirements set out in Annex 5 ‘Definition of “Service Supplier” and Related 

Requirements’ of the CEPA.   

 

III. Supplement and Amendment to Annexes of the CEPA 

(1) Paragraph 3.2 of Article 5 of Annex 1 “Arrangements for Implementation of Zero Tariff for 

Trade in Goods” of the CEPA was amended as follows: For  goods proposed to be produced, 

the Mainland shall, in accordance with the consensus reached between the two sides, add the 

list of goods to Table 1 of Annex 1 of the CEPA and the corresponding rules of origin to 

Table 1 of Annex 2 of the CEPA.  After the applicant enterprise has put the proposed goods 

into production, the Macao Economic Services will conduct verification and thereafter 

inform the Ministry of Commerce.  Upon confirmation by the two sides, the Mainland will, 

based on the certificate of origin issued by the Macao Economic Services, release the 

relevant imports on zero tariff basis in line with the CEPA.   

(2) Paragraph 3.1.2.2 of Article 3 of Annex 5 ‘Definition of “Service Supplier” and Related 

Requirements’ of the CEPA was amended by adding the following contents: Macao service 

suppliers of air transport ground services shall have obtained the licenses to provide air 

transport ground services in Macao, and have engaged in substantive business operations for 

five years or more.  In case of a Macao service supplier of airport management services is 

affiliated with an airline, the Mainland’s relevant rules and regulations also apply.   

 

IV. Annexes 

The Annexes to this Supplement form an integral part of this Supplement.   

 

V. Coming Into Effect 

This Supplement will come into effect on the day of signature by the representatives of the two 

sides. 

 

Signed in duplicate in Macao, this 29th day of October 2004 in the Chinese language.  

 

 

 



Vice Minister of Commerce 

People’s Republic of China 

Secretary for Economy and Finance Macao 

Special Administrative Region of the People’s 

Republic of China 

 

 

 

 

 

(Signature) (Signature) 
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Courtesy Translation 
 

Annex 1 
 

The Second Batch of Macao Origin Products for Implementation of Zero Import Tariff 
(Existing Production) 

 

Serial No. 

Mainland  

2004 Tariff 

Codes 

Product Description 

Mainland 2004 

MFN Tariff 

Rates 

Mainland 

2005Tariff Rates 

Under CEPA

1 09012100 Roasted coffee, not decaffeinated 15 0 

2 09012200 Roasted coffee, decaffeinated 15 0 

3 21039090 Sauces and preparations therefor 21 0 

4 29094300 Monobutyl of ethanediol or ethylene glycol 5.5 0 

5 32081000 
Paints and varnishes etc., based on polyesters, dispersed or dissolved 

in a non-aqueous medium 
10 0 

6 34029000 
Surface-active preparations, washing preparations and cleaning 

preparations, not put up for retail sale 
12.5 0 

7 37013021 
Laser phototypesetting film (with any side exceeding 255mm), of 

any material other than paper, paperboard or textiles 

RMB4.5 per 

square metre 
0 

8 37013022 
Precoated sensitized plate (with any side exceeding 255mm), of any 

material other than paper, paperboard or textiles 

RMB2.9 per 

square metre 
0 

9 37013029 

Other  unexposed photographic plates and film (with any side 

exceeding 255 mm), of any material other than paper, paperboard or 

textiles 

RMB6.8 per 

square metre 
0 

10 37071000 Sensitizing emulsions for photographic uses 8 0 

11 37079090 

Other chemical preparations or unmixed products for photographic 

uses (put up in measured portions or put up for retail sale in a form 

ready for use) 

8 0 

12 38140000 
Organic composite solvents and thinners, not elsewhere specified or 

included; prepared paints or varnish removers 
10 0 

13 38249090 
Other chemical products and preparations of the chemical or allied 

industries, not specified elsewhere 
6.5 0 

14 42031000 Articles of apparel of leather or of composition leather 10 0 

15 42032910 Working gloves of leather or of composition leather 20 0 

16 42032990 Other gloves of leather or of composition leather 20 0 

17 * 42033000 Belts and bandoliers of leather or of composition leather 10 0 

18 50040000 Silk yarn not put up for retail sale 6 0 
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Serial No. 

Mainland  

2004 Tariff 

Codes 

Product Description 

Mainland 2004 

MFN Tariff 

Rates 

Mainland 

2005Tariff Rates 

Under CEPA

19 51061000 Yarn of carded fibre of wool, not put up for retail sale 5 0 

20 51062000 
Yarn of carded fibre of wool mixed with other fibres, not put up for 

retail sale 
5 0 

21 52061100 
Single yarn of uncombed fibres, of cotton mixed with other fibres, 

measuring high decitex, not put up for retail sale 
5 0 

22 53061000 Single flax yarn 6 0 

23 53062000 Multiple or cabled flax yarn 10 0 

24 53089011 Ramie yarn, unbleached or bleached 6 0 

25 53089012 Ramie yarn, coloured 6 0 

26 53089013 Ramie yarn mixed with other fibres, unbleached or bleached 6 0 

27 53089014 Ramie yarn mixed with other fibres, coloured 6 0 

28 54021010 High tenacity filament yarn of nylon-6, not put up for retail sale  5 0 

29 54021020 High tenacity filament yarn of nylon-6,6, not put up for retail sale 5 0 

30 54021030 High tenacity filament yarn of aramides, not put up for retail sale 5 0 

31 54021090 
Other high tenacity filament yarn of other nylon, not put up for retail 

sale 
5 0 

32 54022000 High tenacity filament yarn of polyesters, not put up for retail sale 5 0 

33 54023990 Other synthetic filament textured yarn, not put up for retail sale 5 0 

34 54024110 
Polyamides yarn, single, untwisted, of nylon-6, not put up for retail 

sale  
5 0 

35 54024120 Polyamides yarn, untwisted, of nylon-6,6, not put up for retail sale 5 0 

36 54024130 
Polyamides yarn, single, untwisted, of aramides, not put up for retail 

sale 
5 0 

37 54024190 Yarn, single, untwisted, of other nylon,  not put up for retail sale 5 0 

38 54025110 Polyamides yarn, single, twisted, of nylon-6, not put up for retail sale 5 0 

39 54025120 
Polyamides yarn, single, twisted, of nylon-6,6, not put up for retail 

sale  
5 0 

40 54025130 
Polyamides yarn, single, twisted, of aramides, not put up for retail 

sale 
5 0 

41 54025190 Yarn, single, twisted, of other nylon, not put up for retail sale 5 0 

42 54025200 Yarn, single, twisted, of other polyesters, not put up for retail sale 5 0 
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Serial No. 

Mainland  

2004 Tariff 

Codes 

Product Description 

Mainland 2004 

MFN Tariff 

Rates 

Mainland 

2005Tariff Rates 

Under CEPA

43 54026110 
Polyamides yarn, multiple, folded, of nylon-6, not put up for retail 

sale 
5 0 

44 54026120 
Polyamides  yarn,  multiple,  folded,  of  nylon-6,6, not put up 

for retail sale 
5 0 

45 54026130 
Polyamides yarn, multiple, folded, of aramides, not put up for retail 

sale 
5 0 

46 54026190 Other nylon yarn, multiple, folded, not put up for retail sale 5 0 

47 54033200 Viscose rayon yarn, single, twisted, not put up for retail sale 5 0 

48 58063200 Other man-made narrow woven fibres  13.7 0 

49 61011000 
Men's or boys' overcoats, wind-cheaters, etc., knitted or crocheted, of 

wool or fine animal hair 
25 0 

50 61019000 
Men's or boys' overcoats, wind-cheaters, etc., knitted or crocheted, of 

other textile materials 
19.4 0 

51 61021000 
Women's or girls' overcoats, wind-cheaters, etc., knitted or crocheted, 

of wool or fine animal hair 
25 0 

52 61029000 
Women's or girls' overcoats, wind-cheaters, etc., knitted or crocheted, 

of other textile materials 
20 0 

53 61031200 Men's or boys' suits, knitted or crocheted, of synthetic fibres 25 0 

54 61031900 Men's or boys' suits, knitted or crocheted, of other textile materials 19.4 0 

55 61032200 Men's or boys' ensembles, knitted or crocheted, of cotton 20 0 

56 61032300 Men's or boys' ensembles, knitted or crocheted, of synthetic fibres 25 0 

57 61033200 Men's or boys' jackets and blazers, knitted or crocheted, of cotton 16 0 

58 61033300 
Men's or boys' jackets and blazers, knitted or crocheted, of synthetic 

fibres 
19 0 

59 61034900 
Men's or boys' trousers, knitted or crocheted, of other textile 

materials 
18.3 0 

60 61041200 Women's or girls' suits, knitted or crocheted, of cotton 17.5 0 

61 61041300 Women's or girls' suits, knitted or crocheted, of synthetic fibres 25 0 

62 61041900 
Women's or girls' suits, knitted or crocheted, of other textile 

materials 
19.4 0 

63 61042200 Women's or girls' ensembles, knitted or crocheted, of cotton 17.5 0 

64 61042300 Women's or girls' ensembles, knitted or crocheted, of synthetic fibres 25 0 
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Serial No. 

Mainland  

2004 Tariff 

Codes 

Product Description 

Mainland 2004 

MFN Tariff 

Rates 

Mainland 

2005Tariff Rates 

Under CEPA

65 61043100 
Women's or girls' jackets and blazers, knitted or crocheted, of wool 

or fine animal hair 
18.3 0 

66 61043900 
Women's or girls' jackets and blazers, knitted or crocheted, of other 

textile materials 
18.3 0 

67 61044100 
Women's or girls' dresses, knitted or crocheted, of wool or fine 

animal hair 
18.3 0 

68 61044400 Women's or girls' dresses, knitted or crocheted, of artificial fibres 18.3 0 

69 61044900 
Wormen's or girls' dresses, knitted or crocheted, of other textile 

materials 
18.3 0 

70 61045100 
Women's or girls' skirts and divided skirts, knitted or crocheted, of 

wool or fine animal hair 
16.8 0 

71 61045900 
Women's or girls' skirts and divided skirts, knitted or crocheted, of 

other textile materials 
16.8 0 

72 61046100 
Women's or girls' trousers, bib and brace overalls, etc., knitted or 

crocheted, of wool or fine animal hair 
18.3 0 

73 61099010 T-shirts, singlets etc., knitted or crocheted, of silk and silk waste  16.8 0 

74 61169200 Other gloves, knitted or crocheted, of cotton 14 0 

75 61169300 Other gloves, knitted or crocheted, of synthetic fibres 16 0 

76 62011100 
Men's or boys' overcoats, capes and similar  articles, of wool or fine 

animal hair 
18.3 0 

77 62011210 Men's or boys' overcoat's padded with feathers or down, of cotton 16 0 

78 62011290 Men's or boys' overcoats, capes and similar  articles, of cotton 16 0 

79 62019100 
Men's or boys' anoraks, wind-cheaters, etc., of wool or fine animal 

hair 
18.3 0 

80 62019900 Men's or boys' anoraks, wind-cheaters, etc., of other textile materials 18.3 0 

81 62021100 
Women's or girls' overcoats, capes and similar articles, of wool or 

fine animal hair 
18.3 0 

82 62021900 
Women's or girls' overcoats, capes and similar articles, of other 

textile materials 
18.3 0 

83 62029100 
Women's or girls' anoraks, wind-cheaters, etc., of wool or fine animal 

hair   
18.3 0 

84 62029900 
Women's or girls' wind-cheaters, wind-jackets, etc., of other textile 

materials 
18.3 0 

85 62031100 Men's or boys' suits, of wool or fine animal hair 19.4 0 
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Serial No. 

Mainland  

2004 Tariff 

Codes 

Product Description 

Mainland 2004 

MFN Tariff 

Rates 

Mainland 

2005Tariff Rates 

Under CEPA

86 62031910 Men's or boys' suits, of silk and silk waste 19.4 0 

87 62031990 Men's or boys' suits, of other textile materials 19.4 0 

88 62032200 Men's or boys' ensembles, of cotton 17.5 0 

89 62032300 Men's or boys' ensembles, of synthetic fibres 19.4 0 

90 62033100 Men's or boys' jackets and blazers, of wool or fine animal hair 18.3 0 

91 62033200 Men's or boys' jackets and blazers, of cotton 16 0 

92 62033300 Men's or boys' jackets and blazers, of synthetic fibres 19.4 0 

93 62033910 Men's or boys' jackets and blazers, of silk and silk waste 18.3 0 

94 62033990 Mens' or boys' jackets and blazers, of other textile materials 18.3 0 

95 62034100 
Mens' or boys' trousers, bib and brace overalls, etc., of wool or fine 

animal hair 
18.3 0 

96 62034310 Men's or boys' Arabian trousers, of synthetic fibres 17.5 0 

97 62034910 Men's or boys' Arabian trousers, of other textile materials 18.3 0 

98 62041200 Women's or girls' suits, of cotton 17.5 0 

99 62041300 Women's or girls' suits, of synthetic fibres 19.4 0 

100 62042200 Women's or girls' ensembles, of cotton 17.5 0 

101 62042300 Women's or girls' ensembles, of synthetic fibres 20 0 

102 62042910 Women's or girls' ensembles, of silk and silk waste 20 0 

103 62043100 Women's or girls' jackets and blazers, of wool or fine animal hair 18.3 0 

104 62043910 Women's or girls' jackets and blazers, of silk and silk waste 18.3 0 

105 62043990 Women's or girls' jackets and blazers, of other textile materials 18.3 0 

106 62044100 Women's or girls' dresses, of wool or fine animal hair 18.3 0 

107 62044910 Women's or girls' dresses, of silk and silk waste 18.3 0 

108 62044990 Women's or girls' dresses, of other textile materials 18.3 0 

109 62045100 
Women's or girls' skirts and divided skirts, of wool or fine animal 

hair 
16.8 0 

110 62045910 Women's or girls' skirts and divided skirts, of silk and silk waste 16.8 0 

111 62045990 Women's or girls' skirts and divided skirts, of other textile materials 16.8 0 

112 62046100 
Women's or girls' trousers, bib and brace overalls, etc., of wool or 

fine animal hair 
18.3 0 

113 62059010 Men's or boys' shirts, of silk and silk waste 18.3 0 
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Serial No. 

Mainland  

2004 Tariff 

Codes 

Product Description 

Mainland 2004 

MFN Tariff 

Rates 

Mainland 

2005Tariff Rates 

Under CEPA

114 62061000 Women's or girls' shirts, of silk and silk waste 18.3 0 

115 67010000 Worked feathers, downs and articles thereof  20 0 

116 68022110 Marble with a flat even surface and articles thereof 10 0 

117 * 68022190 Travertine and alabaster with a flat even surface and articles thereof 24 0 

118 68022300 Granite with a flat even surface and articles thereof 10 0 

119 68022900 Other stone with a flat even surface and articles thereof 15 0 

120 * 68030000 Articles of slate 20 0 

121 * 68101900 Articles of artificial stone 10.5 0 

122 * 94018000 Seats of stone 3.7 0 

123 * 94038090 Furniture of stone 3.7 0 

124 96121000 Ribbons for typewriter or similar uses 10.5 0 

 

Note 1: The tariff items and description of the  asterisked products are subject to the Customs Import and Export Tariff of the 

People's Republic of China 2005 version. 
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Courtesy Translation 
 

The Second Batch of Macao Origin Products for Implementation of Zero Import Tariff  
(Planned Production) 

 

Serial No. 

Mainland  

2004 Tariff 

Codes 

Product Description 

Mainland 2004 

MFN Tariff 

Rates 

Mainland 

2005Tariff Rates 

Under CEPA

1 03055920 Dried shark's fins 15 0 

2  *16042010 Shark's fins in airtight container 12 0 

3  *16042090 Other prepared or preserved shark's fins  12 0 

4 27101991 Lubricating oil 6 0 

5 29270000 Diazo-, azo-. or azoxy-compunds 6.5 0 

6 32151100 Black printing ink (whether or not concentrated or solid) 6.5 0 

7 32159010 Writing or drawing inks (whether or not concentrated or solid) 6.5 0 

8 32159090 Drawing or other inks (whether or not concentrated or solid) 10 0 

9 34039900 
Lubricating preparations (not containing petroleum oils or oils 

obtained from bituminous minerals) 
10 0 

10 38112900 
Additives for lubricating oils, not containing petroleum oils or oils 

obtained from bituminous minerals  
6.5 0 

11 38119000 

Oxidation inhibitors, gum inhibitors, viscosity improvers, 

anti-corrosive preparations and prepared additives, for mineral oils or 

for other liquids used for the same purposes as mineral oils 

6.5 0 

12 38190000 

Hydraulic brake fluids and other prepared liquids for hydraulic 

transmission, not containing or containing less than 70% by weight of 

petroleum oils or oils obtained from bituminous minerals 

6.5 0 

13 38200000 Anti-freezing preparations and prepared deicing fluids 10 0 

14 42032100 
Gloves especially designed for use in sports, of leather or of 

composition leather 
20 0 

15 42034000 Other clothing accessories, of leather or of composition leather 20 0 

16 51013000 Carbonized wool, not carded or combed 38 0 

17 61031100 Men's or boys' suits, knitted or crocheted, of wool or fine animal hair 25 0 

18 61032100 
Men's or boys' ensembles, knitted or crocheted, of wool or fine animal 

hair 
25 0 

19 61032900 
Men's or boys' ensembles, knitted or crocheted, of other textile 

material 
25 0 
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20 61033100 
Men's or boys' jackets and blazers, knitted or crocheted, of wool or 

fine animal hair 
18.3 0 

21 61033900 
Men's or boys' jackets and blazers, knitted or crocheted, of other 

textile materials 
18.3 0 

22 61034100 
Men's or boys' trousers, bib and brace overalls, knitted or crocheted, 

of wool or fine animal hair 
18.3 0 

23 61041100 
Women's or girls' suits, knitted or crocheted, of wool or fine animal 

hair 
19.4 0 

24 61042100 
Women's or girls' ensembles, knitted or crocheted, of wool or fine 

animal hair 
19.4 0 

25 61042900 
Women's or girls' ensembles, knitted or crocheted, of other textile 

materials 
18.5 0 

26 62031200 Men's or boys' suits, of synthetic fibres 19.4 0 

27 62032100 Men's or boys' ensembles, of wool or fine animal hair 19.4 0 

28 62032910 Men's or boys' ensembles, of silk and silk waste 19.4 0 

29 62032990 Men's or boys' ensembles, of other textile materials 19.4 0 

30 62041100 Women's or girls' suits, of wool or fine animal hair 19.4 0 

31 62041910 Women's or girls' suits, of silk and silk waste 19.4 0 

32 62041990 Women's or girls' suits, of other textile materials 19.4 0 

33 62042100 Women's or girls' ensembles, of wool or fine animal hair 19.4 0 

34 62042990 Women's or girls' ensembles, of other textile materials 17.5 0 

35 62051000 Men's or boys' shirts, of wool or fine animal hair 18.3 0 

36 62062000 
Women's or girls' blouses, shirts and shirt-blouses, of wool or fine 

animal hair 
18.3 0 

37 74032100 Unwrought copper-zinc base alloys (brass)  1 0 

38 74072100 Copper bars, rods and profiles of brass 7 0 

39 76012000 Unwrought aluminum alloys 7 0 

40 84183010 
Freezers of the chest type, capacity ≦800L, of a refrigerating 

temperature ≦-40°C 
9 0 

41 84183021 
Freezers of the chest type, capacity 500-800L, of a refrigerating 

temperature >-40°C 
23 0 

42 84183029 
Freezers of the chest type, capacity ≦500L, of a refrigerating 

temperature >-40°C 
30 0 

43 84184010 
Freezers of the upright type, capacity ≦900L, of a refrigerating 

temperature ≦-40°C 
9 0 

44 84184021 
Freezers of the upright type, capacity 500-900L, of a refrigerating 

temperature >-40°C 
15 0 
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45 84184029 
Freezers of the upright type, capacity ≦500L, of a refrigerating 

temperature >-40°C 
30 0 

46 84185000 Other refrigerating or freezing chests, cabinets, display counters, etc. 10 0 

47 84186190 
Other refrigerating or freezing equipment of compression-type heat 

exchangers 
14.2 0 

48 84189991 Parts of freezing equipment of a refrigerating temperature≦-40°C 9.5 0 

49 84189992 
Parts of refrigerating equipment, capacity > 500L , of a refrigerating 

temperature >-40°C 
10 0 

50 84189999 Parts of other refrigerating or freezing equipment of heading 84.18 10 0 

51 85162100 Electric storage heating radiators 35 0 

52 85162910 Electric soil heating apparatus 10 0 

53 85162990 Electric space heating apparatus 14.2 0 

54 85281238 
Colour television reception apparatus, with liquid crystal video 

display diagonal over 52cm 
30 0 

55 85281239 
Other colour television reception apparatus, with liquid crystal video 

display diagonal  
30 0 

56 85281248 
Colour television reception apparatus, with plasma video display 

diagonal over 52cm 
30 0 

57 85281249 Colour television reception apparatus, with plasma video display  30 0 

58 85281310 Monochrome television with video display diagonal not over 16cm 15 0 

59 85281320 
Monochrome television, with video display diagonal over 16cm but 

not over 42cm 
15 0 

60 85281330 
Monochrome television,  withvideo display diagonal over 42cm but 

not over 52cm 
15 0 

61 85281340 Monochrome television, with video display diagonal over 52cm 15 0 

62 85282100 Colour video monitors 30 0 

63 85282200 Black and white or other monochrome video monitors 19 0 

64 85283010 Colour video projectors 30 0 

65 85283020 Black and white or other monochrome video projectors 15 0 

66 96031000 
Brooms, consisting of twigs or other vegetable materials bound 

together 
25 0 

 

Note 1: The tariff items and description of the  asterisked products are subject to the Customs Import and Export Tariff of the 

People's Republic of China 2005 version. 

Note 2: Products originating from Macao under tariff items 85281238 and 85281239 are subject to a yearly quantitative restriction of 

not exceeding 25,000 sets; products originating from Macao under tariff items 85281248 and 85281249 are subject to a yearly 

quantitative restriction of not exceeding 25,000 sets. 
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Courtesy Translation 
Annex 2 
 

The Second Batch of Macao Origin Products for Implementation of Zero Import Tariff 
 

Serial No. 
Mainland  

2004 Tariff 
Codes 

Product Description Origin Criteria 

1 03055920 Dried shark's fins 
Manufacture from fresh, chilled, frozen shark's fins. 
The principal processes are cutting, scouring and 
boiling. 

2 09012100 Roasted coffee, not decaffeinated 
Manufacture from coffee beans. The principal processes 
are roasting and grinding.  If mixing is required, such 
process must also be done in Macao. 

3 09012200 Roasted coffee, decaffeinated 
Manufacture from coffee beans. The principal processes 
are dealkalising, roasting, mixing and/or grinding. 

4 * 16042010 Shark's fins in airtight container 
Manufacture from seafood. The principal processes are 
cooking and seasoning. 

5 * 16042090 Other prepared or preserved shark's fins  
Manufacture from seafood. The principal processes are 
cooking and seasoning. 

6 21039090 Sauces and preparations therefor 

Manufacture from seasoning. The principal processes 
are cooking and mixing. If grinding and/or fermenting 
is/or required, such process/processes must also be done 
in Macao.  

7 27101991 Lubricating oil 

Chemical transformation of industrial oils. The principal 
process is oil refinery processing including separation, 
dehydration, distillation and blending with other 
ingredient additives. 

8 29094300 
Monobutyl of ethanediol or ethylene glycol 
  

Manufacture from chemical ingredients. The principal 
processes are (a) mixing of ingredients; and (b) 
emulsification (if applicable); and (c) synthesis. 

9 29270000 Diazo-, azo-. or azoxy-compunds 

Manufacture from natural materials or chemical 
ingredients in chemical transformation, including 
heating, blending, distilling, extracting, centrifuging and 
filtering. 

10 32081000 
Paints and varnishes etc., based on polyesters, 
dispersed or dissolved in a non-aqueous medium 

Manufacture from ingredients other than paints, enamels 
or similar products.  The principal processes are: (a) 
mixing of ingredients; and (b) emulsification (if 
applicable); and (c) synthesis. 
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Serial No. 
Mainland  

2004 Tariff 
Codes 

Product Description Origin Criteria 

11 32151100 
Black printing ink (whether or not concentrated or 
solid) 

Manufacture from pigments and chemical solvents. 
The principal processes are dissolving and mixing. 

12 32159010 
Writing or drawing inks (whether or not concentrated 
or solid) 

Manufacture from pigments and chemical solvents. 
The principal processes are dissolving and mixing. 

13 32159090 
Drawing or other inks (whether or not concentrated or 
solid) 

Manufacture from pigments and chemical solvents. 
The principal processes are dissolving and mixing.  If 
assembling is required, such process must also be done 
in Macao. 

14 34029000 
Surface-active preparations, washing preparations and 
cleaning preparations, not put up for retail sale 

Manufacture from natural materials or chemical 
ingredients in chemical transformation. 

15 34039900 
Lubricating preparations (not containing petroleum 
oils or oils obtained from bituminous minerals) 

Manufacture from natural materials or chemical 
ingredients in chemical transformation. 

16 37013021 
Laser phototypesetting film (with any side exceeding 
255mm), of any material other than paper, paperboard 
or textiles 

Manufacture from the sensitizing emulsions made of 
chemical ingredients. The principal processes are 
manufacturing of sensitizing emulsions, coating and 
drying, arranging and cutting. 

17 37013022 
Precoated sensitized plate (with any side exceeding 
255mm), of any material other than paper, paperboard 
or textiles 

Manufacture from raw materials.The principal processes 
are electrolysing, oxidising, coating and drying. 

18 37013029 
Other  unexposed photographic plates and film (with 
any side exceeding 255 mm), of any material other 
than paper, paperboard or textiles 

Manufacture from the sensitizing emulsions made of 
chemical ingredients.  The principal processes are 
manufacturing of sensitizing emulsions, coating and 
drying, arranging and cutting. 

19 37071000 Sensitizing emulsions for photographic uses 
Manufacture from natural or chemical ingredients.  The 
principal process is mixing to cause chemical 
transformation of the ingredients. 

20 37079090 
Other chemical preparations or unmixed products for 
photographic uses (put up in measured portions or put 
up for retail sale in a form ready for use) 

Manufacture from chemical ingredients. The principal 
process is mixing to cause chemical transformation of 
the ingredients. 

21 38112900 
Additives for lubricating oils, not containing petroleum 
oils or oils obtained from bituminous minerals  

Manufacture from natural materials or chemical 
ingredients in chemical transformation. 

22 38119000 

Oxidation inhibitors, gum inhibitors, viscosity 
improvers, anti-corrosive preparations and prepared 
additives, for mineral oils or for other liquids used for 
the same purposes as mineral oils 

Manufacture from natural materials or chemical 
ingredients in chemical transformation. 
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23 38140000 
Organic composite solvents and thinners, not 
elsewhere specified or included; prepared paints or 
varnish removers 

Manufacture from ingredients other than paints, enamels 
or similar products. The principal processes are: (a) 
mixing of ingredients; and (b) emulsification (if 
applicable); and (c) synthesis. 

24 38190000 

Hydraulic brake fluids and other prepared liquids for 
hydraulic transmission, not containing or containing 
less than 70% by weight of petroleum oils or oils 
obtained from bituminous minerals 

Manufacture from natural materials or chemical 
ingredients in chemical transformation. 

25 38200000 Anti-freezing preparations and prepared deicing fluids
Manufacture from natural materials or chemical 
ingredients in chemical transformation. 

26 38249090 
Other chemical products and preparations of the 
chemical or allied industries, not specified elsewhere 

Manufacture from chemical ingredients and to fulfill the 
value-added content requirement. 

27 42031000 Articles of apparel of leather or of composition leather

Manufacture from leather or composition leather.  The 
principal processes are cutting of leather and sewing. If 
buckling is required, such process must also be done in 
Macao. 

28 42032100 
Gloves especially designed for use in sports, of leather 
or of composition leather 

Manufacture from leather or composition leather.  The 
principal processes are cutting of  leather and sewing. 

29 42032910 Working gloves of leather or of composition leather 
Manufacture from leather or composition leather.  The 
principal processes are cutting of  leather and sewing. 

30 42032990 Other gloves of leather or of composition leather 
Manufacture from leather or composition leather.  The 
principal processes are cutting of  leather and sewing. 

31 * 42033000 
Belts and bandoliers of leather or of composition 
leather 

Manufacture from leather or composition leather.  The 
principal processes are cutting of  leather and sewing. 

32 42034000 
Other clothing accessories, of leather or of 
composition leather 

Manufacture from leather or composition leather.  The 
principal process is sewing.  If buckling is required, 
such process must also be done in Macao. 

33 50040000 Silk yarn not put up for retail sale 
Manufacture from fibre or chemical compounds.  The 
manufacturing process is spinning. 

34 51013000 Carbonized wool, not carded or combed 
Manufacture from wool.  The principal processes are 
washing, acidifying, carbonizing, decarbonizing, 
neutralizing and cleaning. 

35 51061000 Yarn of carded fibre of wool, not put up for retail sale
Manufacture from fibre or chemical compounds.  The 
manufacturing process is spinning. 

36 51062000 
Yarn of carded fibre of wool mixed with other fibres, 
not put up for retail sale 

Manufacture from fibre or chemical compounds.  The 
manufacturing process is spinning. 
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37 52061100 
Single yarn of uncombed fibres, of cotton mixed with 
other fibres, measuring high decitex, not put up for 
retail sale 

Manufacture from fibre or chemical compounds.  The 
manufacturing process is spinning. 

38 53061000 Single flax yarn 
Manufacture from fibre or chemical compounds.  The 
manufacturing process is spinning. 

39 53062000 Multiple or cabled flax yarn 
Manufacture from fibre or chemical compounds.  The 
manufacturing process is spinning. 

40 53089011 Ramie yarn, unbleached or bleached 
Manufacture from fibre or chemical compounds.  The 
manufacturing process is spinning. 

41 53089012 Ramie yarn, coloured 
Manufacture from fibre or chemical compounds.  The 
manufacturing process is spinning. 

42 53089013 
Ramie yarn mixed with other fibres, unbleached or 
bleached 

Manufacture from fibre or chemical compounds.  The 
manufacturing process is spinning. 

43 53089014 Ramie yarn mixed with other fibres, coloured 
Manufacture from fibre or chemical compounds.  The 
manufacturing process is spinning. 

44 54021010 
High tenacity filament yarn of nylon-6, not put up for 
retail sale  

Manufacture from filament yarn.  The principal 
processes are doubling, twisting, heat-setting, oiling and 
winding. 

45 54021020 
High tenacity filament yarn of nylon-6,6, not put up 
for retail sale 

Manufacture from filament yarn.  The principal 
processes are doubling, twisting, heat-setting, oiling and 
winding. 

46 54021030 
High tenacity filament yarn of aramides, not put up for 
retail sale 

Manufacture from filament yarn.  The principal 
processes are doubling, twisting, heat-setting, oiling and 
winding. 

47 54021090 
Other high tenacity filament yarn of other nylon, not 
put up for retail sale 

Manufacture from filament yarn.  The principal 
processes are doubling, twisting, heat-setting, oiling and 
winding. 

48 54022000 
High tenacity filament yarn of polyesters, not put up 
for retail sale 

Manufacture from filament yarn.  The principal 
processes are doubling, twisting, heat-setting, oiling and 
winding. 

49 54023990 
Other synthetic filament textured yarn, not put up for 
retail sale 

Manufacture from filament yarn.  The principal 
processes are doubling, twisting, heat-setting, oiling and 
winding. 

50 54024110 
Polyamides yarn, single, untwisted, of nylon-6, not put 
for retail sale  

Manufacture from filament yarn.  The principal 
processes are doubling, twisting, heat-setting, oiling and 
winding. 

51 54024120 
Polyamides yarn, untwisted, of nylon-6,6, not put for 
retail sale  

Manufacture from filament yarn.  The principal 
processes are doubling, twisting, heat-setting, oiling and 
winding. 
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52 54024130 
Polyamides yarn, single, untwisted, of aramides, not 
put up for retail sale 

Manufacture from filament yarn.  The principal 
processes are doubling, twisting, heat-setting, oiling and 
winding. 

53 54024190 
Yarn, single, untwisted, of other nylon,  not put up for 
retail sale 

Manufacture from filament yarn.  The principal 
processes are doubling, twisting, heat-setting, oiling and 
winding. 

54 54025110 
Polyamides yarn, single, twisted, of nylon-6, not put 
up for retail sale 

Manufacture from filament yarn.  The principal 
processes are doubling, twisting, heat-setting, oiling and 
winding. 

55 54025120 
Polyamides yarn, single, twisted, of nylon-6,6, not put 
for retail sale  

Manufacture from filament yarn.  The principal 
processes are doubling, twisting, heat-setting, oiling and 
winding. 

56 54025130 
Polyamides yarn, single, twisted, of aramides, not put 
up for retail sale 

Manufacture from filament yarn.  The principal 
processes are doubling, twisting, heat-setting, oiling and 
winding. 

57 54025190 
Yarn, single, twisted, of other nylon, not put up for 
retail sale 

Manufacture from filament yarn.  The principal 
processes are doubling, twisting, heat-setting, oiling and 
winding. 

58 54025200 
Yarn, single, twisted, of other polyesters, not put up for 
retail sale 

Manufacture from filament yarn.  The principal 
processes are doubling, twisting, heat-setting, oiling and 
winding. 

59 54026110 
Polyamides yarn, multiple, folded, of nylon-6, not put 
up for retail sale 

Manufacture from filament yarn.  The principal 
processes are doubling, twisting, heat-setting, oiling and 
winding. 

60 54026120 
Polyamides  yarn,  multiple,  folded,  of  
nylon-6,6, not put up for retail sale 

Manufacture from filament yarn.  The principal 
processes are doubling, twisting, heat-setting, oiling and 
winding. 

61 54026130 
Polyamides yarn, multiple, folded, of aramides, not put 
up for retail sale 

Manufacture from filament yarn.  The principal 
processes are doubling, twisting, heat-setting, oiling and 
winding. 

62 54026190 
Other nylon yarn, multiple, folded, not put up for retail 
sale 

Manufacture from filament yarn.  The principal 
processes are doubling, twisting, heat-setting, oiling and 
winding. 

63 54033200 
Viscose rayon yarn, single, twisted, not put up for 
retail sale 

Manufacture from filament yarn. The principal 
processes are doubling, twisting, heat-setting, oiling and 
winding. 

64 58063200 Other man-made narrow woven fibres  
Manufacture from yarn.  The principal process is 
weaving or knitting. 
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65 61011000 
Men's or boys' overcoats, wind-cheaters, etc., knitted 
or crocheted, of wool or fine animal hair 

Cut-and-sewn 
Assembly of parts into garment.  The principal process 
is sewing of parts into garment.  If linking and/or 
stitching is/are required, such process/processes must 
also be done in Macao.                            
Piece-knitted 
(1) Manufacture from yarn.  The principal process is 
knitting of yarn into knit-to-shape panel; 
or                                            
(2) Manufacture from knit-to-shape panels.  The 
principal process is linking of knit-to-shape panels into 
garment.  If stitching is required, it must also be done 
in Macao. 

66 61019000 
Men's or boys' overcoats, wind-cheaters, etc., knitted 
or crocheted, of other textile materials 

Cut-and-sewn 
Assembly of parts into garment.  The principal process 
is sewing of parts into garment.  If linking and/or 
stitching is/are required, such process/processes must 
also be done in Macao.                            
Piece-knitted 
(1) Manufacture from yarn.  The principal process is 
knitting of yarn into knit-to-shape panel; 
or                                             
(2) Manufacture from knit-to-shape panels.  The 
principal process is linking of knit-to-shape panels into 
garment.  If stitching is required, it must also be done 
in Macao. 

67 61021000 
Women's or girls' overcoats, wind-cheaters, etc., 
knitted or crocheted, of wool or fine animal hair 

Cut-and-sewn 
Assembly of parts into garment.  The principal process 
is sewing of parts into garment.  If linking and/or 
stitching is/are required, such process/processes must 
also be done in Macao.                            
Piece-knitted 
(1) Manufacture from yarn.  The principal process is 
knitting of yarn into knit-to-shape panel; 
or                                             
(2) Manufacture from knit-to-shape panels.  The 
principal process is linking of knit-to-shape panels into 
garment.  If stitching is required, it must also be done 
in Macao. 
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68 61029000 
Women's or girls' overcoats, wind-cheaters, etc., 
knitted or crocheted, of other textile materials 

Cut-and-sewn 
Assembly of parts into garment.  The principal process 
is sewing of parts into garment.  If linking and/or 
stitching is/are required, such process/processes must 
also be done in Macao.                            
Piece-knitted 
(1) Manufacture from yarn.  The principal process is 
knitting of yarn into knit-to-shape panel; 
or                                             
(2) Manufacture from knit-to-shape panels.  The 
principal process is linking of knit-to-shape panels into 
garment.  If stitching is required, it must also be done 
in Macao. 

69 61031100 
Men's or boys' suits, knitted or crocheted, of wool or 
fine animal hair 

Cut-and-sewn 
Assembly of parts into garment.  The principal process 
is sewing of parts into garment.  If linking and/or 
stitching is/are required, such process/processes must 
also be done in Macao.                            
Piece-knitted 
(1) Manufacture from yarn.  The principal process is 
knitting of yarn into knit-to-shape panel; 
or                                             
(2) Manufacture from knit-to-shape panels.  The 
principal process is linking of knit-to-shape panels into 
garment.  If stitching is required, it must also be done 
in Macao. 

70 61031200 
Men's or boys' suits, knitted or crocheted, of synthetic 
fibres 

Cut-and-sewn 
Assembly of parts into garment.  The principal process 
is sewing of parts into garment.  If linking and/or 
stitching is/are required, such process/processes must 
also be done in Macao.                            
Piece-knitted 
(1) Manufacture from yarn.  The principal process is 
knitting of yarn into knit-to-shape panel; 
or                                             
(2) Manufacture from knit-to-shape panels.  The 
principal process is linking of knit-to-shape panels into 
garment.  If stitching is required, it must also be done 
in Macao. 
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71 61031900 
Men's or boys' suits, knitted or crocheted, of other 
textile materials 

Cut-and-sewn 
Assembly of parts into garment.  The principal process 
is sewing of parts into garment.  If linking and/or 
stitching is/are required, such process/processes must 
also be done in Macao.                            
Piece-knitted 
(1) Manufacture from yarn.  The principal process is 
knitting of yarn into knit-to-shape panel; 
or                                            
(2) Manufacture from knit-to-shape panels.  The 
principal process is linking of knit-to-shape panels into 
garment.  If stitching is required, it must also be done 
in Macao. 

72 61032100 
Men's or boys' ensembles, knitted or crocheted, of 
wool or fine animal hair 

Cut-and-sewn 
Assembly of parts into garment.  The principal process 
is sewing of parts into garment.  If linking and/or 
stitching is/are required, such process/processes must 
also be done in Macao.                            
Piece-knitted 
(1) Manufacture from yarn.  The principal process is 
knitting of yarn into knit-to-shape panel; 
or                                             
(2) Manufacture from knit-to-shape panels.  The 
principal process is linking of knit-to-shape panels into 
garment.  If stitching is required, it must also be done 
in Macao. 

73 61032200 
Men's or boys' ensembles, knitted or crocheted, of 
cotton 

Cut-and-sewn 
Assembly of parts into garment.  The principal process 
is sewing of parts into garment.  If linking and/or 
stitching is/are required, such process/processes must 
also be done in Macao.                            
Piece-knitted 
(1) Manufacture from yarn.  The principal process is 
knitting of yarn into knit-to-shape panel; 
or                                             
(2) Manufacture from knit-to-shape panels.  The 
principal process is linking of knit-to-shape panels into 
garment.  If stitching is required, it must also be done 
in Macao. 
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74 61032300 
Men's or boys' ensembles, knitted or crocheted, of 
synthetic fibres 

Cut-and-sewn 
Assembly of parts into garment.  The principal process 
is sewing of parts into garment.  If linking and/or 
stitching is/are required, such process/processes must 
also be done in Macao.                            
Piece-knitted 
(1) Manufacture from yarn.  The principal process is 
knitting of yarn into knit-to-shape panel; 
or                                             
(2) Manufacture from knit-to-shape panels.  The 
principal process is linking of knit-to-shape panels into 
garment.  If stitching is required, it must also be done 
in Macao. 

75 61032900 
Men's or boys' ensembles, knitted or crocheted, of 
other textile material 

Cut-and-sewn 
Assembly of parts into garment.  The principal process 
is sewing of parts into garment.  If linking and/or 
stitching is/are required, such process/processes must 
also be done in Macao.                            
Piece-knitted 
(1) Manufacture from yarn.  The principal process is 
knitting of yarn into knit-to-shape panel; 
or                                             
(2) Manufacture from knit-to-shape panels.  The 
principal process is linking of knit-to-shape panels into 
garment.  If stitching is required, it must also be done 
in Macao. 

76 61033100 
Men's or boys' jackets and blazers, knitted or 
crocheted, of wool or fine animal hair 

Cut-and-sewn 
Assembly of parts into garment.  The principal process 
is sewing of parts into garment.  If linking and/or 
stitching is/are required, such process/processes must 
also be done in Macao.                           
Piece-knitted 
(1) Manufacture from yarn.  The principal process is 
knitting of yarn into knit-to-shape panel; 
or                                            
(2) Manufacture from knit-to-shape panels.  The 
principal process is linking of knit-to-shape panels into 
garment.  If stitching is required, it must also be done 
in Macao. 
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77 61033200 
Men's or boys' jackets and blazers, knitted or 
crocheted, of cotton 

Cut-and-sewn 
Assembly of parts into garment.  The principal process 
is sewing of parts into garment.  If linking and/or 
stitching is/are required, such process/processes must 
also be done in Macao.                            
Piece-knitted 
(1) Manufacture from yarn.  The principal process is 
knitting of yarn into knit-to-shape panel; 
or                                             
(2) Manufacture from knit-to-shape panels.  The 
principal process is linking of knit-to-shape panels into 
garment.  If stitching is required, it must also be done 
in Macao. 

78 61033300 
Men's or boys' jackets and blazers, knitted or 
crocheted, of synthetic fibres 

Cut-and-sewn 
Assembly of parts into garment.  The principal process 
is sewing of parts into garment.  If linking and/or 
stitching is/are required, such process/processes must 
also be done in Macao.                            
Piece-knitted 
(1) Manufacture from yarn.  The principal process is 
knitting of yarn into knit-to-shape panel; 
or                                             
(2) Manufacture from knit-to-shape panels.  The 
principal process is linking of knit-to-shape panels into 
garment.  If stitching is required, it must also be done 
in Macao. 

79 61033900 
Men's or boys' jackets and blazers, knitted or 
crocheted, of other textile materials 

Cut-and-sewn 
Assembly of parts into garment.  The principal process 
is sewing of parts into garment.  If linking and/or 
stitching is/are required, such process/processes must 
also be done in Macao.                            
Piece-knitted 
(1) Manufacture from yarn.  The principal process is 
knitting of yarn into knit-to-shape panel; 
or                                            
(2) Manufacture from knit-to-shape panels.  The 
principal process is linking of knit-to-shape panels into 
garment.  If stitching is required, it must also be done 
in Macao. 
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80 61034100 
Men's or boys' trousers, bib and brace overalls, knitted 
or crocheted, of wool or fine animal hair 

Cut-and-sewn 
Assembly of parts into garment.  The principal process 
is sewing of parts into garment.  If linking and/or 
stitching is/are required, such process/processes must 
also be done in Macao.                            
Piece-knitted 
(1) Manufacture from yarn.  The principal process is 
knitting of yarn into knit-to-shape panel; 
or                                             
(2) Manufacture from knit-to-shape panels.  The 
principal process is linking of knit-to-shape panels into 
garment.  If stitching is required, it must also be done 
in Macao. 

81 61034900 
Men's or boys' trousers, knitted or crocheted, of other 
textile materials 

Cut-and-sewn 
Assembly of parts into garment.  The principal process 
is sewing of parts into garment.  If linking and/or 
stitching is/are required, such process/processes must 
also be done in Macao.                            
Piece-knitted 
(1) Manufacture from yarn.  The principal process is 
knitting of yarn into knit-to-shape panel; 
or                                             
(2) Manufacture from knit-to-shape panels.  The 
principal process is linking of knit-to-shape panels into 
garment.  If stitching is required, it must also be done 
in Macao. 

82 61041100 
Women's or girls' suits, knitted or crocheted, of wool 
or fine animal hair 

Cut-and-sewn 
Assembly of parts into garment.  The principal process 
is sewing of parts into garment.  If linking and/or 
stitching is/are required, such process/processes must 
also be done in Macao.                            
Piece-knitted 
(1) Manufacture from yarn.  The principal process is 
knitting of yarn into knit-to-shape panel; 
or                                             
(2) Manufacture from knit-to-shape panels.  The 
principal process is linking of knit-to-shape panels into 
garment.  If stitching is required, it must also be done 
in Macao. 
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83 61041200 Women's or girls' suits, knitted or crocheted, of cotton

Cut-and-sewn 
Assembly of parts into garment.  The principal process 
is sewing of parts into garment.  If linking and/or 
stitching is/are required, such process/processes must 
also be done in Macao.                            
Piece-knitted 
(1) Manufacture from yarn.  The principal process is 
knitting of yarn into knit-to-shape panel; 
or                                             
(2) Manufacture from knit-to-shape panels.  The 
principal process is linking of knit-to-shape panels into 
garment.  If stitching is required, it must also be done 
in Macao. 

84 61041300 
Women's or girls' suits, knitted or crocheted, of 
synthetic fibres 

Cut-and-sewn 
Assembly of parts into garment.  The principal process 
is sewing of parts into garment.  If linking and/or 
stitching is/are required, such process/processes must 
also be done in Macao.                            
Piece-knitted 
(1) Manufacture from yarn.  The principal process is 
knitting of yarn into knit-to-shape panel; 
or                                             
(2) Manufacture from knit-to-shape panels.  The 
principal process is linking of knit-to-shape panels into 
garment.  If stitching is required, it must also be done 
in Macao. 

85 61041900 
Women's or girls' suits, knitted or crocheted, of other 
textile materials 

Cut-and-sewn 
Assembly of parts into garment.  The principal process 
is sewing of parts into garment.  If linking and/or 
stitching is/are required, such process/processes must 
also be done in Macao.                            
Piece-knitted 
(1) Manufacture from yarn.  The principal process is 
knitting of yarn into knit-to-shape panel; 
or                                             
(2) Manufacture from knit-to-shape panels.  The 
principal process is linking of knit-to-shape panels into 
garment.  If stitching is required, it must also be done 
in Macao. 
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86 61042100 
Women's or girls' ensembles, knitted or crocheted, of 
wool or fine animal hair 

Cut-and-sewn 
Assembly of parts into garment.  The principal process 
is sewing of parts into garment.  If linking and/or 
stitching is/are required, such process/processes must 
also be done in Macao.                            
Piece-knitted 
(1) Manufacture from yarn.  The principal process is 
knitting of yarn into knit-to-shape panel; 
or                                             
(2) Manufacture from knit-to-shape panels.  The 
principal process is linking of knit-to-shape panels into 
garment.  If stitching is required, it must also be done 
in Macao. 

87 61042200 
Women's or girls' ensembles, knitted or crocheted, of 
cotton 

Cut-and-sewn 
Assembly of parts into garment.  The principal process 
is sewing of parts into garment.  If linking and/or 
stitching is/are required, such process/processes must 
also be done in Macao.                            
Piece-knitted 
(1) Manufacture from yarn.  The principal process is 
knitting of yarn into knit-to-shape panel; 
or                                             
(2) Manufacture from knit-to-shape panels.  The 
principal process is linking of knit-to-shape panels into 
garment.  If stitching is required, it must also be done 
in Macao. 

88 61042300 
Women's or girls' ensembles, knitted or crocheted, of 
synthetic fibres 

Cut-and-sewn 
Assembly of parts into garment.  The principal process 
is sewing of parts into garment.  If linking and/or 
stitching is/are required, such process/processes must 
also be done in Macao.                            
Piece-knitted 
(1) Manufacture from yarn.  The principal process is 
knitting of yarn into knit-to-shape panel; 
or                                             
(2) Manufacture from knit-to-shape panels.  The 
principal process is linking of knit-to-shape panels into 
garment.  If stitching is required, it must also be done 
in Macao. 
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89 61042900 
Women's or girls' ensembles, knitted or crocheted, of 
other textile materials 

Cut-and-sewn 
Assembly of parts into garment.  The principal process 
is sewing of parts into garment.  If linking and/or 
stitching is/are required, such process/processes must 
also be done in Macao. 
Piece-knitted 
(1) Manufacture from yarn.  The principal process is 
knitting of yarn into knit-to-shape panel;  or 
(2) Manufacture from knit-to-shape panels.  The 
principal process is linking of knit-to-shape panels into 
garment.  If stitching is required, it must also be done 
in Macao. 

90 61043100 
Women's or girls' jackets and blazers, knitted or 
crocheted, of wool or fine animal hair 

Cut-and-sewn 
Assembly of parts into garment.  The principal process 
is sewing of parts into garment.  If linking and/or 
stitching is/are required, such process/processes must 
also be done in Macao.                            
Piece-knitted 
(1) Manufacture from yarn.  The principal process is 
knitting of yarn into knit-to-shape panel; 
or                                             
(2) Manufacture from knit-to-shape panels.  The 
principal process is linking of knit-to-shape panels into 
garment.  If stitching is required, it must also be done 
in Macao. 

91 61043900 
Women's or girls' jackets and blazers, knitted or 
crocheted, of other textile materials 

Cut-and-sewn 
Assembly of parts into garment.  The principal process 
is sewing of parts into garment.  If linking and/or 
stitching is/are required, such process/processes must 
also be done in Macao.                            
Piece-knitted 
(1) Manufacture from yarn.  The principal process is 
knitting of yarn into knit-to-shape panel; 
or                                             
(2) Manufacture from knit-to-shape panels.  The 
principal process is linking of knit-to-shape panels into 
garment.  If stitching is required, it must also be done 
in Macao. 
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92 61044100 
Women's or girls' dresses, knitted or crocheted, of 
wool or fine animal hair 

Cut-and-sewn 
Assembly of parts into garment.  The principal process 
is sewing of parts into garment.  If linking and/or 
stitching is/are required, such process/processes must 
also be done in Macao.                            
Piece-knitted 
(1) Manufacture from yarn.  The principal process is 
knitting of yarn into knit-to-shape panel; 
or                                             
(2) Manufacture from knit-to-shape panels.  The 
principal process is linking of knit-to-shape panels into 
garment.  If stitching is required, it must also be done 
in Macao. 

93 61044400 
Women's or girls' dresses, knitted or crocheted, of 
artificial fibres 

Cut-and-sewn 
Assembly of parts into garment.  The principal process 
is sewing of parts into garment.  If linking and/or 
stitching is/are required, such process/processes must 
also be done in Macao.                            
Piece-knitted 
(1) Manufacture from yarn.  The principal process is 
knitting of yarn into knit-to-shape panel; 
or                                            
(2) Manufacture from knit-to-shape panels.  The 
principal process is linking of knit-to-shape panels into 
garment.  If stitching is required, it must also be done 
in Macao. 

94 61044900 
Wormen's or girls' dresses, knitted or crocheted, of 
other textile materials 

Cut-and-sewn 
Assembly of parts into garment.  The principal process 
is sewing of parts into garment.  If linking and/or 
stitching is/are required, such process/processes must 
also be done in Macao.                            
Piece-knitted 
(1) Manufacture from yarn.  The principal process is 
knitting of yarn into knit-to-shape panel; 
or                                             
(2) Manufacture from knit-to-shape panels.  The 
principal process is linking of knit-to-shape panels into 
garment.  If stitching is required, it must also be done 
in Macao. 
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95 61045100 
Women's or girls' skirts and divided skirts, knitted or 
crocheted, of wool or fine animal hair 

Cut-and-sewn 
Assembly of parts into garment.  The principal process 
is sewing of parts into garment.  If linking and/or 
stitching is/are required, such process/processes must 
also be done in Macao.                           
Piece-knitted 
(1) Manufacture from yarn.  The principal process is 
knitting of yarn into knit-to-shape panel; 
or                                             
(2) Manufacture from knit-to-shape panels.  The 
principal process is linking of knit-to-shape panels into 
garment.  If stitching is required, it must also be done 
in Macao. 

96 61045900 
Women's or girls' skirts and divided skirts, knitted or 
crocheted, of other textile materials 

Cut-and-sewn 
Assembly of parts into garment.  The principal process 
is sewing of parts into garment.  If linking and/or 
stitching is/are required, such process/processes must 
also be done in Macao.                            
Piece-knitted 
(1) Manufacture from yarn.  The principal process is 
knitting of yarn into knit-to-shape panel; 
or                                             
(2) Manufacture from knit-to-shape panels.  The 
principal process is linking of knit-to-shape panels into 
garment.  If stitching is required, it must also be done 
in Macao. 

97 61046100 
Women's or girls' trousers, bib and brace overalls, etc., 
knitted or crocheted, of wool or fine animal hair 

Cut-and-sewn 
Assembly of parts into garment.  The principal process 
is sewing of parts into garment.  If linking and/or 
stitching is/are required, such process/processes must 
also be done in Macao.                            
Piece-knitted 
(1) Manufacture from yarn.  The principal process is 
knitting of yarn into knit-to-shape panel; 
or                                             
(2) Manufacture from knit-to-shape panels.  The 
principal process is linking of knit-to-shape panels into 
garment.  If stitching is required, it must also be done 
in Macao. 
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98 61099010 
T-shirts, singlets etc., knitted or crocheted, of silk and 
silk waste  

Cut-and-sewn 
Assembly of parts into garment.  The principal process 
is sewing of parts into garment.  If linking and/or 
stitching is/are required, such process/processes must 
also be done in Macao.                            
Piece-knitted 
(1) Manufacture from yarn.  The principal process is 
knitting of yarn into knit-to-shape panel; 
or                                             
(2) Manufacture from knit-to-shape panels.  The 
principal process is linking of knit-to-shape panels into 
garment.  If stitching is required, it must also be done 
in Macao. 

99 61169200 Other gloves, knitted or crocheted, of cotton 

Cut-and-sewn                                   
Assembly of parts into glove.  The principal process is 
sewing of parts into glove. 
Piece-knitted                                    
Manufacture from yarn.  The principal process is 
knitting of yarn into knit-to-shape panel and  linking of 
knit-to-shape panels into glove. 

100 61169300 Other gloves, knitted or crocheted, of synthetic fibres

Cut-and-sewn                                   
Assembly of parts into glove.  The principal process is 
sewing of parts into glove. 
Piece-knitted                                    
Manufacture from yarn.  The principal process is 
knitting of yarn into knit-to-shape panel and  linking of 
knit-to-shape panels into glove. 

101 62011100 
Men's or boys' overcoats, capes and similar  articles, 
of wool or fine animal hair 

Assembly of parts into garment.  The principal process 
is sewing of parts into garment. 

102 62011210 
Men's or boys' overcoats padded with feathers or 
down, of cotton 

Assembly of parts into garment.  The principal process 
is sewing of parts into garment. 

103 62011290 
Men's or boys' overcoats, capes and similar  articles, 
of cotton 

Assembly of parts into garment.  The principal process 
is sewing of parts into garment. 

104 62019100 
Men's or boys' anoraks, wind-cheaters, etc., of wool or 
fine animal hair 

Assembly of parts into garment.  The principal process 
is sewing of parts into garment. 

105 62019900 
Men's or boys' anoraks, wind-cheaters, etc., of other 
textile materials 

Assembly of parts into garment.  The principal process 
is sewing of parts into garment. 

106 62021100 
Women's or girls' overcoats, capes and similar articles, 
of wool or fine animal hair 

Assembly of parts into garment.  The principal process 
is sewing of parts into garment. 

107 62021900 
Women's or girls' overcoats, capes and similar articles, 
of other textile materials 

Assembly of parts into garment.  The principal process 
is sewing of parts into garment. 

108 62029100 
Women's or girls' anoraks, wind-cheaters, etc., of wool 
or fine animal hair   

Assembly of parts into garment.  The principal process 
is sewing of parts into garment. 

109 62029900 
Women's or girls' wind-cheaters, wind-jackets, etc., of 
other textile materials 

Assembly of parts into garment.  The principal process 
is sewing of parts into garment. 

110 62031100 Men's or boys' suits, of wool or fine animal hair 
Assembly of parts into garment.  The principal process 
is sewing of parts into garment. 
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111 62031200 Men's or boys' suits, of synthetic fibres 
Assembly of parts into garment.  The principal process 
is sewing of parts into garment. 

112 62031910 Men's or boys' suits, of silk and silk waste 
Assembly of parts into garment.  The principal process 
is sewing of parts into garment. 

113 62031990 Men's or boys' suits, of other textile materials 
Assembly of parts into garment.  The principal process 
is sewing of parts into garment. 

114 62032100 Men's or boys' ensembles, of wool or fine animal hair
Assembly of parts into garment.  The principal process 
is sewing of parts into garment. 

115 62032200 Men's or boys' ensembles, of cotton 
Assembly of parts into garment.  The principal process 
is sewing of parts into garment. 

116 62032300 Men's or boys' ensembles, of synthetic fibres 
Assembly of parts into garment.  The principal process 
is sewing of parts into garment. 

117 62032910 Men's or boys' ensembles, of silk and silk waste 
Assembly of parts into garment.  The principal process 
is sewing of parts into garment. 

118 62032990 Men's or boys' ensembles, of other textile materials 
Assembly of parts into garment.  The principal process 
is sewing of parts into garment. 

119 62033100 
Men's or boys' jackets and blazers, of wool or fine 
animal hair 

Assembly of parts into garment.  The principal process 
is sewing of parts into garment. 

120 62033200 Men's or boys' jackets and blazers, of cotton 
Assembly of parts into garment.  The principal process 
is sewing of parts into garment. 

121 62033300 Men's or boys' jackets and blazers, of synthetic fibres
Assembly of parts into garment.  The principal process 
is sewing of parts into garment. 

122 62033910 
Men's or boys' jackets and blazers, of silk and silk 
waste 

Assembly of parts into garment.  The principal process 
is sewing of parts into garment. 

123 62033990 
Mens' or boys' jackets and blazers, of other textile 
materials 

Assembly of parts into garment.  The principal process 
is sewing of parts into garment. 

124 62034100 
Mens' or boys' trousers, bib and brace overalls, etc., of 
wool or fine animal hair 

Assembly of parts into garment.  The principal process 
is sewing of parts into garment. 

125 62034310 Men's or boys' Arabian trousers, of synthetic fibres 
Assembly of parts into garment.  The principal process 
is sewing of parts into garment. 

126 62034910 
Men's or boys' Arabian trousers, of other textile 
materials 

Assembly of parts into garment.  The principal process 
is sewing of parts into garment. 

127 62041100 Women's or girls' suits, of wool or fine animal hair 
Assembly of parts into garment.  The principal process 
is sewing of parts into garment. 

128 62041200 Women's or girls' suits, of cotton 
Assembly of parts into garment.  The principal process 
is sewing of parts into garment. 

129 62041300 Women's or girls' suits, of synthetic fibres 
Assembly of parts into garment.  The principal process 
is sewing of parts into garment. 

130 62041910 Women's or girls' suits, of silk and silk waste 
Assembly of parts into garment.  The principal process 
is sewing of parts into garment. 

131 62041990 Women's or girls' suits, of other textile materials 
Assembly of parts into garment.  The principal process 
is sewing of parts into garment. 

132 62042100 
Women's or girls' ensembles, of wool or fine animal 
hair 

Assembly of parts into garment.  The principal process 
is sewing of parts into garment. 

133 62042200 Women's or girls' ensembles, of cotton 
Assembly of parts into garment.  The principal process 
is sewing of parts into garment. 
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134 62042300 Women's or girls' ensembles, of synthetic fibres 
Assembly of parts into garment.  The principal process 
is sewing of parts into garment. 

135 62042910 Women's or girls' ensembles, of silk and silk waste 
Assembly of parts into garment.  The principal process 
is sewing of parts into garment. 

136 62042990 Women's or girls' ensembles, of other textile materials
Assembly of parts into garment.  The principal process 
is sewing of parts into garment. 

137 62043100 
Women's or girls' jackets and blazers, of wool or fine 
animal hair 

Assembly of parts into garment.  The principal process 
is sewing of parts into garment. 

138 62043910 
Women's or girls' jackets and blazers, of silk and silk 
waste 

Assembly of parts into garment.  The principal process 
is sewing of parts into garment. 

139 62043990 
Women's or girls' jackets and blazers, of other textile 
materials 

Assembly of parts into garment.  The principal process 
is sewing of parts into garment. 

140 62044100 Women's or girls' dresses, of wool or fine animal hair
Assembly of parts into garment.  The principal process 
is sewing of parts into garment. 

141 62044910 Women's or girls' dresses, of silk and silk waste 
Assembly of parts into garment.  The principal process 
is sewing of parts into garment. 

142 62044990 Women's or girls' dresses, of other textile materials 
Assembly of parts into garment.  The principal process 
is sewing of parts into garment. 

143 62045100 
Women's or girls' skirts and divided skirts, of wool or 
fine animal hair 

Assembly of parts into garment.  The principal process 
is sewing of parts into garment. 

144 62045910 
Women's or girls' skirts and divided skirts, of silk and 
silk waste 

Assembly of parts into garment.  The principal process 
is sewing of parts into garment. 

145 62045990 
Women's or girls' skirts and divided skirts, of other 
textile materials 

Assembly of parts into garment.  The principal process 
is sewing of parts into garment. 

146 62046100 
Women's or girls' trousers, bib and brace overalls, etc., 
of wool or fine animal hair 

Assembly of parts into garment.  The principal process 
is sewing of parts into garment. 

147 62051000 Men's or boys' shirts, of wool or fine animal hair 
Assembly of parts into garment.  The principal process 
is sewing of parts into garment. 

148 62059010 Men's or boys' shirts, of silk and silk waste 
Assembly of parts into garment.  The principal process 
is sewing of parts into garment. 

149 62061000 Women's or girls' shirts, of silk and silk waste 
Assembly of parts into garment.  The principal process 
is sewing of parts into garment. 

150 62062000 
Women's or girls' blouses, shirts and shirt-blouses, of 
wool or fine animal hair 

Assembly of parts into garment.  The principal process 
is sewing of parts into garment. 

151 67010000 Worked feathers, downs and articles thereof  
Manufacture from feathers.  The principal processes 
are bleaching, assembling and trimming. 

152 68022110 Marble with a flat even surface and articles thereof 
Manufacture from raw materials.  The principal 
processes are cutting, grinding, glazing and assembling 
(if applicable). 

153 
   
*68022190 

Travertine and alabaster with a flat even surface and 
articles thereof 

Manufacture from raw materials.  The principal 
processes are cutting, grinding, glazing and assembling 
(if applicable). 

154 68022300 Granite with a flat even surface and articles thereof 
Manufacture from raw materials.  The principal 
processes are cutting, grinding, glazing and assembling 
(if applicable). 
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155 68022900 Other stone with a flat even surface and articles thereof
Manufacture from raw materials.  The principal 
processes are cutting, grinding, glazing and assembling 
(if applicable). 

156 * 68030000 
Worked slate and articles of slate or of agglomerated 
slate 

Manufacture from raw materials.  The principal 
processes are cutting, grinding, glazing and assembling 
(if applicable). 

157 * 68101900 Other tiles, flagstones, bricks, of cement  
Manufacture from sand, stones and cement.  The 
principal processes are blending, shaping and 
maintaining. 

158 74032100 Unwrought copper-zinc base alloys (brass)  

Manufacture from waste and scrap copper and zinc 
collected in Macao which are produced from 
consumption in Macao or from processing and 
manufacturing operations in Macao.   The principal 
process is adding elements of alloy in smelting, welding 
or casting. 

159 74072100 Copper bars, rods and profiles of brass 

Manufacture from waste and scrap copper collected in 
Macao which are produced from consumption in Macao 
or from processing and manufacturing operations in 
Macao.   The principal process is adding elements of 
alloy in smelting, welding or casting. 

160 76012000 Unwrought aluminum alloys 

Manufacture from waste and scrap aluminum collected 
in Macao which are produced from consumption in 
Macao or from processing and manufacturing operations 
in Macao.   The principal process is adding elements 
of alloy in smelting, welding or casting. 

161 84183010 
Freezers of the chest type, capacity ≦800L, of a 
refrigerating temperature ≦-40°C 

Metal working in Macao (the metal working process 
may also be carried out on imported component parts) 
and assembling, and to fulfill the value-added content 
requirement. 

162 84183021 
Freezers of the chest type, capacity 500-800L, of a 
refrigerating temperature >-40°C 

Metal working in Macao (the metal working process 
may also be carried out on imported component parts) 
and assembling, and to fulfill the value-added content 
requirement. 

163 84183029 
Freezers of the chest type, capacity ≦500L, of a 
refrigerating temperature >-40°C 

Metal working in Macao (the metal working process 
may also be carried out on imported component parts) 
and assembling, and to fulfill the value-added content 
requirement. 

164 84184010 
Freezers of the upright type, capacity ≦900L, of a 
refrigerating temerature ≦-40°C 

Metal working in Macao (the metal working process 
may also be carried out on imported component parts) 
and assembling, and to fulfill the value-added content 
requirement. 

165 84184021 
Freezers of the upright type, capacity 500-900L, of a 
refrigerating temperature >-40°C 

Metal working in Macao (the metal working process 
may also be carried out on imported component parts) 
and assembling, and to fulfill the value-added content 
requirement. 
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166 84184029 
Freezers of the upright type, capacity ≦500L, of a 
refrigerating temperature >-40°C 

Metal working in Macao (the metal working process 
may also be carried out on imported component parts) 
and assembling, and to fulfill the value-added content 
requirement. 

167 84185000 
Other refrigerating or freezing chests, cabinets, display 
counters, etc. 

Metal working in Macao (the metal working process 
may also be carried out on imported component parts) 
and assembling, and to fulfill the value-added content 
requirement. 

168 84186190 
Other refrigerating or freezing equipment of 
compression-type heat exchangers 

Metal working in Macao (the metal working process 
may also be carried out on imported component parts) 
and assembling, and to fulfill the value-added content 
requirement. 

169 84189991 
Parts of freezing equipment of a refrigerating 
temperature≦-40°C 

Change in Tariff Heading. 

170 84189992 
Parts of refrigerating equipment, capacity > 500L , of a 
refrigerating temperature >-40°C 

Change in Tariff Heading. 

171 84189999 
Parts of other refrigerating or freezing equipment of 
heading 84.18 

Change in Tariff Heading. 

172 85162100 Electric storage heating radiators 

Metal working in Macao (the metal working process 
may also be carried out on imported component parts) 
and assembling.  The principal processes are cutting, 
welding, lathing, scraping, assembling and testing. 

173 85162910 Electric soil heating apparatus 

Metal working in Macao (the metal working process 
may also be carried out on imported component parts) 
and assembling.  The principal processes are cutting, 
welding, lathing, scraping, assembling and testing. 

174 85162990 Electric space heating apparatus 

Metal working in Macao (the metal working process 
may also be carried out on imported component parts) 
and assembling.  The principal processes are cutting, 
welding, lathing, scraping, assembling and testing. 

175 85281238 
Colour television reception apparatus, with liquid 
crystal video display diagonal over 52cm 

Manufacture reception apparatus of analogue system for 
colour television under Macao brands (including the 
Mainland brands) that have been approved by both 
Macao and the Mainland responsible authorities.  a) 
manufacture from signal processing module, power 
module (including adhesive items, plug-in units), 
manufacture television cases and assemble other parts 
and components; and b) fulfill the value-added content 
requirement. 
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176 85281239 
Other colour television reception apparatus, with liquid 
crystal video display diagonal  

Manufacture reception apparatus of analogue system for 
colour television under Macao brands (including the 
Mainland brands) that have been approved by both 
Macao and the Mainland responsible authorities.  a) 
manufacture from signal processing module, power 
module (including adhesive items, plug-in units), 
manufacture television cases and assemble other parts 
and components; and b) fulfill the value-added content 
requirement. 

177 85281248 
Colour television reception apparatus, with plasma 
video display diagonal over 52cm 

Manufacture reception apparatus of analogue system for 
colour television under Macao brands (including the 
Mainland brands) that have been approved by both 
Macao and the Mainland responsible authorities.  a) 
manufacture from signal processing module, power 
module (including adhesive items, plug-in units), 
manufacture television cases and assemble other parts 
and components; and b) fulfill the value-added content 
requirement. 

178 85281249 
Other colour television reception apparatus, with 
plasma video display  

Manufacture reception apparatus of analogue system for 
colour television under Macao brands (including the 
Mainland brands) that have been approved by both 
Macao and the Mainland responsible authorities.  a) 
manufacture from signal processing module, power 
module (including adhesive items, plug-in units), 
manufacture television cases and assemble other parts 
and components; and b) fulfill the value-added content 
requirement. 

179 85281310 
Monochrome television with video display diagonal 
not over 16cm 

Manufacturing cases, assembling and testing. 

180 85281320 
Monochrome television, with video display diagonal 
over 16cm but not over 42cm 

Manufacturing cases, assembling and testing. 

181 85281330 
Monochrome television,  withvideo display diagonal 
over 42cm but not over 52cm 

Manufacturing cases, assembling and testing. 

182 85281340 
Monochrome television, with video display diagonal 
over 52cm 

Manufacturing cases, assembling and testing. 

183 85282100 Colour video monitors 

a) Manufacturing from main boards (including adhesive 
items and plug-in units), manufacturing cases, 
assembling and testing; and b) fulfilling the value-added 
content requirement. 

184 85282200 Black and white or other monochrome video monitors Manufacturing cases, assembling and testing. 

185 85283010 Colour video projectors 

a) Manufacturing optical imaging modules (optical 
engines) and light sources; manufacturing cases, 
assembling and testing; and b) fulfill the value-added 
content requirement. 

186 85283020 Black and white or other monochrome video projectors Manufacturing cases, assembling and testing. 
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187 * 94018000 Seats of stone 
Manufacture from raw materials (lithical).  The 
principal processes are cutting, grinding, glazing and 
assembling. 

188 * 94038090 Furniture of stone 
Manufacture from raw materials.  The principal 
processes are cutting, grinding, glazing and assembling.

189 96031000 
Brooms, consisting of twigs or other vegetable 
materials bound together 

Manufacture from raw materials.  The principal 
process is assembling. 

190 96121000 Ribbons for typewriter or similar uses 
Manufacture from raw materials.  The principal 
processes are oiling or colouring by other means, 
cutting, winding and assembling. 

 
Note 1: The tariff items and description of the  asterisked products are subject to the Customs Import and Export Tariff of the 

People's Republic of China 2005 version. 
Note 2: The origin criteria of the products listed above must be in compliance with those set out in both CEPA and this annex 

to be qualified as Macao-originated products for enjoying the preferential zero tariff treatment.  
Note 3: The “Change in tariff heading” criterion above must comply with Article 5.3 of Annex 2 in CEPA. 
Note 4: The “Value-added content” requirement above must comply with Article 5.4 of Annex 2 in CEPA. 
 



Courtesy Translation 

Annex 3 

Supplements and Amendments to the Mainland’s Specific Commitments on Liberalization 

of Trade in Services for Macao1

1. Business services 

   A. Professional services 

Sectors 

or 

sub-sectors 

      a. Legal services (CPC861) 

Specific 

commitments 

Macao registered lawyers providing legal assistance at the request 

of Mainland law firms on the basis of individual cases will not be 

required to apply for a Macao legal consultant permit.   

 

                                                        
1 Sectoral classification is based on WTO’s GATS Services Sectoral Classification List (GNS/W/120).  
For contents of the sectors, refers to the relevant CPC, United Nations Provisional Central Product 
Classification. 
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1. Business services 

   A. Professional services 

Sectors 

or 

sub-sectors 

      b. Accounting, auditing and bookkeeping services (CPC862) 

1. To allow consultancy companies in the Mainland established by 

Macao auditors and accountants that have satisfied the requirements of

the Mainland's “Provisional Measures for the Administration of the 

Provision of Bookkeeping Services” to provide bookkeeping services. 

Macao auditors and accountants providing bookkeeping services 

should have obtained the Mainland’s accounting qualification 

certificate.  In addition, the person in charge of the bookkeeping 

services should hold the relevant Mainland’s professional qualification 

(professional title) of accountant or above. 

Specific 

commitments 

2.  When Macao auditors and accountants apply for practising licence 

in the Mainland, the length of auditing experience that they have 

acquired in Macao is equivalent to the length of auditing experience 

acquired in the Mainland. 

 2



 

1. Business services 

   A. Professional services 

Sectors 

or 

sub-sectors 

h. Medical and dental services (CPC9312) 

1.  Macao permanent residents who are legally eligible to practise 

western medicine, dentistry and Chinese medicine in the Macao 

Special Administrative Region are not required to sit the Mainland’s 

qualification examinations for the purpose of short-term practice in the 

Mainland. 

2.  To allow Macao permanent residents who are legally eligible to 

practise western medicine, dentistry in Macao and have practised for 1 

completed year to sit the Mainland’s qualification examinations 

(excluding Chinese medicine practitioners). A “Medical Practitioner’s 

Qualification Certificate” of the Mainland will be issued to those who 

pass the examination.  

Specific 

commitments 

3.  To allow Macao permanent residents who are legally eligible to 

practise in Macao and have practised for 5 completed years to open 

clinics in the Mainland on the condition that they have obtained the 

Mainland’s “Medical Practitioner’s Qualification Certificate” 

(medicine practitioner).  Matters relating to the application for 

opening and registration of clinics in the Mainland should be handled 

in accordance with Mainland regulations. 
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1. Business services 

   B. Computer and related services 

Sectors 

or 

sub-sectors 

Information technology services 

Specific 

commitments 

 To allow Macao service suppliers to apply for qualification 

certification of computer information system integration in accordance 

with the provisions of relevant regulations and rules of the Mainland. 
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1. Business services 

   F. Other business services 

Sectors 

 or 

 sub-sectors 

k. Placement and supply services of personnel (CPC872) 

Job referral agency  

 To allow Macao service suppliers to set up wholly-owned job 

referral agencies in the Mainland. The minimum registered capital is 

US$125,000. 

Specific 

commitments 

Job intermediary  

 To allow Macao service suppliers to set up joint venture job 

intermediaries in the Mainland. The minimum registered capital is 

US$125,000. The proportion of Macao service suppliers’ shareholding 

should not exceed 70% and the Mainland partner intermediary must 

have been established for over 1 year.  
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2. Communications services 

   D. Audiovisual services 

Sectors 

or 

sub-sectors 

Video distribution services (CPC83202), Sound recording 

products distribution services 

Cinema theatre services 

Chinese language motion pictures and motion pictures jointly 

produced 

Technical service of cable television  

Television drama jointly produced 

Cinema theatre services 

 To allow Macao service suppliers to construct or renovate 

cinema theatres for the operation of film screening business on a 

wholly-owned basis. 

Specific 

commitments 

Chinese language motion pictures and motion pictures jointly produced

1. To allow motion pictures co-produced by the Mainland and Macao 

to be processed outside the Mainland after obtaining the approval 

of the relevant authorities in the Mainland. 
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2. To allow Macao service suppliers to establish wholly-owned 

companies in pilot areas in the Mainland to engage in distribution 

of Mainland produced motion pictures after obtaining the approval 

of the relevant authorities in the Mainland. 

Technical service of cable television  

 To allow Macao companies engaging in the operation of cable 

television network to provide professional technical services for cable 

television networks in pilot areas of the Guangdong Province after 

obtaining the approval of the relevant authorities in the Mainland. 

 

Television drama jointly produced 

 Television drama co-produced by the Mainland and Macao are 

permitted to be broadcast and distributed in the same way as Mainland 

produced television drama after being examined by the  relevant

authorities in the Mainland.  
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7. Financial services 

B. Banking and o



10. Recreational, cultural and sporting services Sectors 

or 

sub-sectors    A. Recreational services (excluding audiovisual services) 

1.  To allow Macao service suppliers to set up performing venues in 

the Mainland on an equity joint venture, contractual joint venture or 

wholly-owned basis. 

2.  To allow Macao performing arts agencies to set up branches in 

the Mainland. 

3.  To allow Macao service suppliers to set up performance agencies 

in the Mainland on an equity joint venture or contractual joint venture 

basis. 

4.  To allow Macao service suppliers to set up internet culture 

business units and internet online service premises in the Mainland 

with the Mainland party holding majority shares. 

Specific 

commitments 

5.  To allow Macao service suppliers to set up art galleries, art shops 

and art work exhibition units in the Mainland on an equity joint 

venture, contractual joint venture or wholly-owned basis. 
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11. Transport services 

A. Maritime transport services 

H. Auxiliary services 

Sectors 

or 

sub-sectors 

International transport (freight and passengers) (CPC7211, 
7212, less cabotage transport services) 

Container station and depot services 

Others 

1. To allow Macao service suppliers to set up wholly-owned 
shipping companies in the Mainland to provide shipping agency 
services for vessels owned or operated by the Macao service suppliers 
themselves, including customs declaration and inspection, and use of 
common commercial bills of lading or multimodal transport 
documents for conducting multimodal transport services. 

Specific 

commitments 

2. To allow Macao service suppliers to set up wholly-owned 
shipping companies in the Mainland to provide regular business 
services for feeders that they operate between Macao and ports that are 
opened to foreign vessels in the Mainland, such as shipping 
undertaking, issuance of bills of lading, settlement of freight rates, 
signing of service contracts, etc.1

                                                        
1  The requirement that “50%” or more of the ships owned by it, calculated in terms of tonnage, 
should be registered in Macao” stipulated in Annex 5 to the CEPA is not applicable to the feeder 
transport service provided by Macao service suppliers. 
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3. To allow Macao service suppliers to set up wholly-owned 
companies in the Mainland to provide supplies services other than fuel 
and water to vessels owned or managed by the same Macao service 
supplier. 

 

4. To allow Macao service suppliers to set up wholly-owned 
companies in the Mainland to provide port cargo loading and 
unloading services. 
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11. Transport services 

C. Air transport services 

Sectors 

or 

sub-sectors 

Airport operation services (excluding cargo handling) 
(CPC74610) 

Other supporting services for air transport (CPC74690) 

1. To allow Macao service suppliers to provide, in the form of 
cross-border supply, contractual joint venture, equity joint venture or 
wholly-owned operations, contract management services for small and 
medium airports.  The period of validity of the contract should not 
exceed 20 years.1

2.  To allow Macao service suppliers to provide, in the form of 
cross-border supply, consumption abroad, contractual joint venture, 
equity joint venture or wholly-owned operations, airport management 
training and consultation services.2

Specific 

commitments 

3.  To allow Macao service suppliers to provide, in the form of 
equity joint venture or wholly-owned operations, seven types of air 
transport ground services in the Mainland, namely, agency services; 
loading and unloading control, communication, and departure control 
system services; unit load devices management services; passenger 
and baggage services; cargo and mail services; ramp services and 
aircraft services. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                        
1  In the case if the Macao service suppliers providing airport operation services be affiliated with 
airlines, the relevant regulations and rules in the Mainland apply. 
2  Same as aforementioned. 
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11. Transport services 

F. Road transport services 

Sectors 

or 

sub-sectors 

Freight transportation by road in trucks or cars (CPC7123)

Road passenger transportation (CPC7121, 7122) 

1.  To allow passenger transport companies operating franchised bus 
services and companies operating non-franchised bus services 
(Guangdong-Macao cross-boundary coach services) in Macao to set 
up joint venture enterprises in Guangdong, Guangxi, Hunan, Hainan, 
Fujian, Jiangxi, Yunnan, Guizhou and Sichuan to provide “Direct 
Passenger Bus Services” between Macao and the above nine 
provinces.1

Specific 

commitments 

2.  To allow passenger transport companies operating franchised bus 
services in Macao to set up wholly-owned enterprises in Mainland 
cities at the municipal level to provide passenger public transport and 
car rental services at those cities.  

 

                                                        
1 “Direct Passenger Bus Services” means direct road transport services between the Mainland and 
Macao. In this sector, Macao service suppliers supplying direct passenger bus services must be 
enterprise juridical persons. 
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